
28 February - 02 March 2023 Full Agenda

3 free webinars, now open for registrations

Supporting organisation:

Does a risk-based approach to bulk carrier safety deliver enhanced vessel
governance and a fairer inspection regime? Our webinar will provide a
much-anticipated update on DryBMS from different stakeholder perspectives
including company-level auditing and vessel-level inspections.

Join us as we discuss:

Tues 28 Feb

09:00 - 09:45 GMT

Sign up

Traditional methods of cargo hold cleaning are ripe for technological
disruption, and changes to bulk carrier trading patterns are creating
impetus to the trend for new technology. Operators who can seamlessly,
swiftly and safely switch between cargoes will be able to realise greater
earning opportunities. In this webinar, we will analyse how to take
advantage of the latest digital and automated solutions to improve hold
cleaning and make bulk carrier operations more efficient and profitable.

Join us as we discuss:

Weds 1 Mar 

09:00 - 09:45 GMT

Sign up

The world’s first automated ship loaders are set to enter into service in
2023 and offer the potential for quicker, more efficient and safer cargo
handling. Innovations in cloud-based technology make it possible to
collect data during unloading and loading operations that support
monitoring equipment performance, availability and reliability.

Thurs 2 Mar

09:00 - 09:45 GMT

Sign up

Brought to you by

Free to attend. Covering vetting, hold cleaning, loading and unloading.

Bringing vital clarity to bulk carrier inspections and vetting

Trends in vetting records and vetting acceptance 

The route to zero observations   

Company audits and vessel inspections

Making sure everyone is onboard, in every sense 

Balancing remote and physical inspections   

What vetting inspectors and local agents look for

Improving adherence to IMSBC Code requirements   

Evidencing a risk-based approach that is acceptable to all stakeholders 

Panellists include:

Paul Markides, Marine-Quality Manager, Intercargo
Capt. Ashley Fernandes, Group Marine & HSEQ Manager / DPA, Interorient Marine Services Ltd
Taner Umac, Operations Manager EMEA, RIGHTSHIP

Sponsored by:

How digitalisation, automation and robotics are transforming
cargo hold cleaning

Safely optimising the cleaning process

Cost savings and operational efficiency gains

How acoustic cleaners prevent cargo hold issues

Robotics that prevents hold cleaning residue disposal at sea

The cargo and charterparty view  

Implementation studies. Lessons learned

Next steps in the hold cleaning revolution

Panellists include:
Daniel Millett, Principal Master Mariner, Brookes Bell
Andrey Gupal, Port Captain (Port Operations)
Martim Kondrup, Technical Manager, Senior Marine Superintendent, Lauritzen Bulkers

Technological advances that benefit bulk carrier loading and
unloading operations

Join us as we discuss:

Automating loading and unloading operations

Transmitting loading and unloading data through the cloud

Targeted investments in technology that bring productivity gains

Making the most of performance data

New possibilities for planning and scheduling

Digital maintenance, fault-tracing and remote monitoring

Reduced inventory and enhanced operational visibility

Panellists include:
Nikos Kakalis, Global Bulk Carriers Segment Director, Lloyd's Register
Laura Espinosa P. Eng., Senior Commercial Analyst, The CSL Group

Full Agenda

Submit questions to the panel in advance - email Edwin Lampert, our Executive Editor & Head of
Business Relations and webinar moderator at edwin.lampert@rivieramm.com.

Please contact me if you have any queries about joining or would like to be considered as an additional
panellist for Bulk Carrier Webinar Week.

I look forward to welcoming you online,

Colin Deed
Project Lead, Bulk Carrier Webinar Week
Riviera Maritime Media

T: +44 20 8370 1719
E: colin.deed@rivieramm.com
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